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A Word from the Principal 

It is hard to believe that Term 4 has 

come and gone already, granted, 

it is our shortest term of the year!  

It was jam-packed with events, and 

this newsletter is brimming with  

photos of our gorgeous students. 

Some of our events were still  

hindered by COVID19 restrictions, 

but in typical Southside style we 

banded together to make each 

event just as special.  

Major events included: 

• House Cup Excursion to  

Australia Zoo 

• The Year 12 Formal 

• The Year 12 Graduation 

• Year 7/8/9/10 End of Year  

Excursion to Wet ‘n’ Wild 

• Year 11 End of Year Excursion to 

Dreamworld 

• Year 7/8/9/10 Excursion to 

Shorncliffe Pier 

• Student Christmas Party 

At our Student Christmas Party, we 

h e l d  o u r  An n u a l  Aw a r d s  

Ceremony. This year we live 

streamed the event to our closed 

Facebook group, so families could 

stay involved. We are so proud of 

our Award Winners, and indeed, all 

of our students. 

In 2021 we are going to be  

having a renewed focus on  

student attendance. Please start 

talking with your young person/

people about the importance of 

attending school regularly. High  

absenteeism increases anxiety as a 

student walks back into classes  

after prolonged absence not  

knowing and understanding the 

content that has recently been 

taught. This negatively impacts on 

the way a student feels and  

unfortunately perpetuates the  

cycle o f  anxiety .  Regu lar  

attendance alleviates this problem.  

As you read this, I pray that you are 

having a safe and relaxing  

Christmas break. This is one my  

favourite times of year, where we  

celebrate the birth of our Lord and 

Saviour, Jesus Christ. Isaiah 7: 14 

says, “Behold, a virgin will be with 

child and bear a son, and she will 

call His name Immanuel”. Did you 

know that Immanuel means “God 

with us”? And He definitely is with 

us. 

I look forward to seeing you all in 

2021! 

God bless, 

Leann Faint 

Principal 
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Christmas Party 

On Friday 27th November we celebrated the end of 

an enormous year by gathering together for the 

Christmas Party! 

Unfortunately this year, due to Covid, we were 

unable to have family members and guests from 

the wider community join us for our end of year/

Christmas celebrations but we did not let this 

stop us from having an awesome day together. 

Students began arriving from 8.00am so we all 

went around the back of the school to sit in the 

sun and enjoy some breakfast together. As more 

and more students arrived, we threw on a  

Christmas movie in one of the classrooms on the 

projector and the girls dragged bean bags and 

cushions into the room so they could relax while 

they waited for the party to begin. 

Around 10.30 we kicked things off upstairs,  

explaining to the girls how the day would run 

and what activities they would be getting up 

too. The senior students from Year 11 and 12 

headed off to the library to engage in an  

escape room game which had the large group 

of girls fascinated and engaged from start to  

finish. Unfortunately the girls ended up being a 

little bit late to morning tea as they were locked 

in the library, unable to escape… but they made 

it eventually! 

Our junior girls in Years 7, 8, 9 and 10 dominated 

the ground floor of the school campus as they 

got into small groups and raced around the 

school grounds on a Christmas themed  

Crossword scavenger hunt. The girls excitedly ran 

around the school searching for clues to fill in 

their crossword puzzles. This activity was made 

more challenging by our tricky Year 9 student, 

Jasper, who ran around gathering up the clues 

and re-hiding them herself. The girls really  

enjoyed this activity and the school grounds 

were filled with excited laughter as they all tried 

their hardest to be the first group to complete 

the crossword puzzle. 

Once the activities were over we all had a short 

morning tea break before we headed back  

upstairs for the End of Year Award Ceremony.  

Students happily sat and applauded one another 

for their successes throughout the year of 2020. It 

was unfortunate that we could not have family 

members join us for the day as it is always lovely 

for them to see their child win an award, and also 

for the child to have their families there to cheer 

them on. We made the decision to live stream our 

Award Ceremony to family members via a  

private Facebook group so everyone could still 

be involved – this worked really well and we were 

so glad that we could still have family members 

join us. 

After the Award Ceremony we headed back 

downstairs to enjoy a huge lunch! Party pies, 

spring rolls, pizza and chicken wings was on offer 

and boy did it go down a treat! Students and 

staff gathered in the basketball courts to eat their 

lunch together and socialise a bit. It is always  

really lovely for staff to get the opportunity to 

spend time with the students outside of the  

classroom setting. 

After lunch it was everyone’s favourite time of 

day; presents and report cards! Students were 

gifted their presents and report cards one year 

level at a time. The girls excitedly collected their 

Christmas gifts and report cards, sharing their  

results and congratulating one another on a  

successful year. It is beautiful to see our girls lift, 

and encourage each other so positively. 



Christmas Party 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all 

students, staff, families, community members and 

supporters for assisting us in making this year  

manageable and enjoyable despite the  

circumstances around the world. It has been a 

hard year, presenting us all with new challenges 

and barriers to overcome. Our students were 

forced to learn from home during lockdown  

periods, and our teaching staff were forced to 

learn how to teach via the internet and our Youth 

Workers & Support Staff had to find ways to assist 

the students without being able to physically see 

them. The Year 12 girls faced the prospect of not 

being able to have a Formal ceremony, have 

their Year 12 Camp cancelled and were informed 

that Schoolies 2020 would not be happening. 

Despite all of the negativity that was thrown our 

way, our girls did not break, our staff did not 

break, we did not break. We learned to teach 

online, we learned to assist from a distance and 

we did everything we could to ensure our Year 12 

group felt special at the end of the road. We held 

each other up and supported one another, we 

showed the true power of what working as part of 

a team can achieve. 

We wish each and every member of our 

Southside family a happy and blessed Christmas, 

and a safe New Year. We look forward to seeing 

all of your beautiful faces back here next year, as 

well as the new faces that will join our family. 

Year 12 Formal 

After all of the stress, disruption and hard work 

over the last year, the day of the formal  

finally arrived. The girls enjoyed a very special day 

of pampering, with some getting hair done by  

Tina Alexandrou at Strands Hair Salon in Salisbury, 

and their make up done by Linda at La Bella 

Health & Beauty Wellness Centre at Forest Lake.  

The array of gorgeous, sophisticated young  

women who met us at Robertson Gardens looked 

absolutely amazing.  The weather was perfect, 

and the girls posed for many photos in the  

garden, especially in the  Cinderella style  

pumpkin carriage. They all looked unique and 

wonderful.  

After lots of photos we enjoyed the individually 

served canapes, along with families, friends and 

partners. The photo booth was a huge hit with the 

girls who squeezed themselves into the tight 

booth to get photos with all of their friends and 

guests.  

The main function room was decorated in black 

and gold, where we were served a delicious  

dinner of chicken or fish. The girls received a 

Graduation gift, presented by Vicki Lomax of 

Searchlight Inc. The girls were each given a  

sterling silver necklace with an infinity symbol and 

love heart on it. Shanez gave a short speech with 

some wise words of praise and encouragement 

for every girl there. Aunty Nicole then presented 

the poem that she and Aunty Julie traditionally 

write each year about all the senior girls. 

After the formalities were all out of the way the 

fun continued with photos, dancing and  

reflecting on the year that had been.  

The Formal was a wonderful celebration of our 

young women, after a year of hard, dedicated 

work, they earned every last bit of it.  
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Year 12 Graduation 

After a wonderful night at the Formal, the  

graduating Seniors of 2020 arrived for their final 

day of Year 12, and their Graduation Ceremony. 

This year we began a new tradition with the girls 

dressed in navy blue academic gowns and caps, 

accented with teal “Class of 2020” sashes.  

As with everything else in 2020, it was a slightly  

different Graduation Ceremony compared to 

what we normally do here at Southside. A  

restricted number of family members, friends and/

or partners could attend the day. We had sent 

Year 7, 8, 9 & 10 out on an excursion for the day 

and Year 11 stayed to support and celebrate 

with the Year 12 girls. We had eight students  

graduating this year who proudly sat at the front 

of the room in their gowns, sashes and caps.  

Chloe, a proud, young Indigenous woman from 

our Graduating Class of 2020, gave the  

Acknowledgement to Country before the  

ceremony kicked off. 

The Graduation was a beautiful Southside affair, 

with a mixture of ceremony, tears,  

formality, and many laughs; led by Lyndsey as 

MC.  

Leann welcomed everyone and gave her  

Principal's address. This was followed by a photo 

montage, with many clips and photos of the 

graduating students from the last few years which 

kept the audience engaged and laughing,  

bringing back many memories of the girls time 

over the years at Southside.  

Cath, our Year 12 Form Teacher, and Bill, the  

Senior English Teacher, addressed the girls, giving 

them their best wishes and some encouraging 

sentiments for the girls to carry with them into their 

bright futures.  

Aunty Nicole produced a poem for the girls which 

incorporated each of their names and some fun 

facts about each of the girls which delighted 

them. 

Two of our Year 11 students, Jess Q and Zalie R, 

gave a touching farewell speech on  

behalf of the student body which brought on 

many tears for our graduating group who could 

obviously feel the love and praise the other  

students had for them.  

After the speeches were done, each Year 12  

student was presented with their Certificate of 

Graduation from Leann before they took the  

microphone themselves to give thanks to the 

school staff and their peers. There was an extra 

special thank you to Year 12 Youth Worker and 

“Second Mum”, Shanez, who has looked after this 

group of girls for the last two years.  

Finally, there was a cake for the graduates and 

the chance for group photos; the girls  

enjoyed throwing their Graduation caps in the air 

for a photo.  

Afterwards, a wonderful lunch was provided for 

all and everyone enjoyed the chance to mingle, 

congratulate the girls personally and just chat.  





Year 12 Story Bridge Climb 

Our incredible group of Year 12 students have 

had a rough trot this year with all of the  

disruptions that Covid19 has caused, but they 

haven’t let it break their stride! 

The girls have worked through multiple setbacks 

this year with everything going on in the world 

but this resilient bunch of girls have not let this 

stop them from completing their school work, 

obtaining VET qualifications and being positive 

role models for the younger students here at 

Southside. 

Staff felt it was only right that this bunch of girls 

were given a special treat in lieu of their  

cancelled Year 12 Camp; so we booked them 

all in to climb the Story Bridge! 

Last Friday the Year 12 girls gathered together 

in the afternoon to feast on some pizza  

before they got ready to head into the city for 

the climb. Accompanied by six staff  

members, the girls made their way to the Story 

Bridge Adventure Climb to get their gear on 

and receive some safety info and tips before 

they commenced their climb. 

Despite the physically challenging aspect to 

this activity, we all had an absolute ball and 

made our way up the bridge chatting and 

laughing; making memories that will stay with us 

for life. 

Hats off to our Class of 2020, you have been 

nothing short of amazing! 



Year 12 High Tea 

During their last week of school, the Year 12  

students were treated to a beautiful High Tea, 

as some extra compensation towards not being 

able to go on a school camp this year.  

We all jumped in a school bus and headed up 

to Mt Tamborine’s, “Tea and Niceties”. The  

venue was absolutely gorgeous, it was in an 

older style house surrounded by lush gardens, 

and everywhere you turned your eyes were 

greeted by beautiful scenery.  

It was the first high tea experience for our girls 

who appreciated the entire package; from the 

white décor with white lace curtains, pink bows 

on the chairs and chandeliers, to orchids on the 

tables; the girls loved each and every little  

detail. The selection of gourmet teas was  

amazing, presented in glass teapots so the  

colours could be seen before being enjoyed 

from traditional floral china cups and saucers. 

Rhiannon described her berry tea as ‘lovely’ 

and even the aromas around the table added 

to the atmosphere. Charlotte liked the pink 

theme, as well as the fancy cutlery and  

crockery.  

Then the three-tiered cake stands were brought 

out, with the tiers scaled from hot  

nibbles and gourmet sandwiches, to scones 

with jam and cream, and then a platter of small 

cakes and mousse on the very top. The food 

was delicious and again, the presentation was 

gorgeous.  

Afterwards we wandered through the gardens, 

taking photos on the swing under the tree and 

strolled through the rainforest next door. As  

Mariah described, “it was an amazing  

experience”.  



NAIDOC Celebrations 

This  term we were fortunate enough to celebrate 

the much-awaited NAIDOC across the country. 

Our school joined in the celebrations by  

highlighting the contributions, knowledge and  

understanding of First Nations Peoples under the 

theme of ‘Always Was, Always Will Be’ Aboriginal 

land. We explored the names of our house  

sporting teams here at Southside being: Nova, 

Goolagong and Freeman, each being  

celebrations of the efforts and sporting prowess of 

these three legends; Nova Peris, Evonne  

Goolagong-Cawley and our very own, Catherine 

Freeman. 

It was good to see students get a better  

understanding of the house names they represent 

and the stories behind each of these legends. 

Staff and students used this time to explore First 

Nations’ writers, story-tellers, activists, poets,  

inventors, singers, politicians and so much more. 

We were heartened by the show of unity across 

the school by continuing to tell the stories, learn 

from the experiences and hear the insights of First 

Nations peoples on culture, land and life ways.  

During the week we attended many celebrations 

around Brisbane for NAIDOC. One of the events 

we went along too was a performance in Queen 

Street Mall by CKNU. CKNU stands for “Classik  

Nawu”, the band was named as such to reflect 

the classic, old music that they play, as well as 

the original, new songs they have written and 

perform. “Nawu” is a word from the Western 

Torres Strait language, meaning “songs”.  



World Teachers Day 

All school staff gathered in the community room 

to share a delicious morning tea and celebrate 

their hard work during 2020. 

World Teachers’ Day is celebrated around the 

world on October 5, when most of us in Australia 

are enjoying school holidays; therefore we  

celebrate our educators on October 30 here in 

the land down under. 

This year has been a crazy one for Teachers all 

around the world with the Covid-19 pandemic 

forcing students into online learning. Many 

teachers were faced with a huge learning curve  

themselves; how would they deliver the  

curriculum via the internet? And what about the 

students without internet access at home? 

Teachers & Youth Workers at Carinity Education 

Southside went above and beyond to  

ensure our students would not fall behind and 

face a disadvantage because of reasons out of 

their control. Teachers created online copies of 

the class work for s tudents with  

internet access, and compiled hard copies of it 

for the students without internet access. Hard 

copies of the school work was delivered every 

fortnight to the students’ homes. This is just one 

instance of why the staff at Carinity Education 

Southside rock! 

Students spent a week quietly working on writing 

cards for their favourite teachers. The girls wrote 

an enormous amount of cards for all of the 

teachers here, to give thanks and explain the 

difference they had made in their lives. 

On World Teacher’s Day the students’ cards 

were bundled up and given to the teaching 

staff to read while they enjoyed a beautiful 

morning tea of fruit, crackers, dips and sweets. 

World Teachers’ Day is a day to give thanks and 

acknowledge the outstanding work that the 

Teachers, Youth Workers, Support Workers,  

Management Team, Administration & Grounds 

staff do here at Carinity Education Southside. 

Without each and every member of the team 

playing their part, we would not have made it 

through this busy, chaotic and completely  

unpredictable year. 

Thank you to everyone who keeps the ball rolling 

here at Southside; it is our individual commitment 

combined into a cohesive team that makes the 

Southside difference in our school and  

community. 

House Cup Excursion: Australia Zoo 

Each year at Southside we hold the House Cup. 

The House Cup is an annual competition  

between the three sport house teams here at 

the school; Goolagong (red), Nova (blue), and 

Freeman (yellow).  

Our houses are named after prominent  

Aboriginal athletes; Evonne Goolagong Cawley, 

the Australian former world number one tennis 

player. Nova Peris who, as part of the Australian 

women’s hockey team,  won an Olympic gold 

medal during the 1996 Olympic Games and was 

the first Aboriginal Australian to have done so, 

and Cathy Freeman, the first Aboriginal  

Australian to have ever competed in the  

Olympic Games at all, and the first to wave an 

Aboriginal flag at a sporting event; she lit the 

Olympic flame and won a gold medal in the 400 

metre sprints. 

Students can earn points for their house teams in 

various ways such as following the school  

guidelines, being a positive role model, arriving 

back to class on time after lunch, wearing the 

school uniform, handing in work on time and so 

on.  



House Cup Excursion: Australia Zoo 

Students also have the opportunity to earn huge 

amounts of points at school events such as the 

swimming carnival and athletics carnival. Each 

house team has a jar in the schools front office 

where red, blue and yellow coloured beads are 

added for each point earned. At the end of the 

school year, the beads are counted and the  

winning team is awarded an excursion at the end 

of the year for their efforts. 

For the second year in a row, Goolagong have tak-

en out the House Cup with 3190 points  

accumulated in their jar. Freeman was close behind 

with 2823 points and Nova, coming in third with 

2383 points. A massive effort from all of the students, 

congratulations!  

Goolagong decided they would like to go back to 

Australia Zoo for their excursion, so we swiftly 

booked their tickets for the 16th November and 

sent out the permission slips.  

The girls loaded onto the buses around 9.00am and 

made their way to the Sunshine Coast for their big 

day out. It was a big, hot day but the girls were  

excited to be heading off on an excursion that they 

had picked the destination for. Once we arrived, 

the girls excitedly began making their way around 

the zoo, visiting all of their favourite animals and 

learning about them in the process. We also got to 

play on a jumping pillow and in the Laughing Frog 

water park; which was a huge relief from the hot 

weather.  

We got back to school by 3.30pm with all of the girls 

feeling very exhausted but content after such a 

great day out.  

Good work Goolagong! Will we see a hat trick in 

2021?  

Year 7/8/9/10 Wet ‘n’ Wild Excursion 

At the end of a long year we decided to treat the 

junior students to an excursion to Wet ‘n’ Wild at the 

Gold Coast for a fun day out.  

The students were excited to be going to Wet ‘n’ 

Wild and many of them turned up on the day to 

join their friends at the water theme park. The  

students were happily relaxing around the school 

grounds and applying sun screen in the morning as 

they waited to get on the buses and head off.  

The students has an amazing day, enjoying the 

rides and spending quality time with their close 

friends. It was lovely for the staff who attended the 

excursion to see the students as their most  

charismatic, daring, enthusiastic selves. The 

weather was sunny and hot, perfect for a day out 

at Wet ‘n’ Wild.  

When we arrived back at the school, the girls were 

tired and exhausted, but were smiling from ear to 

ear after such a fun day out.  

Thanks for a great year girls!  

Year 7/8/9/10 Shorncliffe Pier Excursion 

On the 25th November we sent our lovely Year 7, 8, 

9 and 10 students to Shorncliffe Pier, while Year 11 

students attended a different excursion, so we 

could free up some space around the school and 

get everything wrapped and ready for the Christ-

mas Party.  

With school work completed and classes cleaned 

up, the girls were delighted to get out of the school 

grounds and to be doing some fun  

activities instead.  

Our junior students in Year 7, 8, 9 and 10 hopped 

on the school bus, driven by Neil, and headed 

down to Shorncliffe Pier for a day of fishing,  

swimming and relaxing.  

The girls were lucky to have Neil along with them, 

who taught the girls how to rig a fishing line and 

helped them with fishing tips and  



Year 11 Dreamworld Excursion 

On the 25th November we piled our Year 11  
students onto the school bus and took them down 
to the Gold Coast for a day at Dreamworld!  

Our Year 11 group has been incredible this year 
and we wanted to do something special for them 
to thank them for all of their hard work during this 
tumultuous year that saw their Year 11 Camp  
cancelled due to Covid19. 

It was a hot, sunny day and we loaded onto the 
school buses and began the drive to the Gold 
Coast. The students happily chatted on the drive, 
playing music, singing songs and laughing with their 
friends. When we arrived at Dreamworld, the girls 
hopped off the buses and made their way to the 
entrance gates where we were greeted warmly by 
the Dreamworld staff. Once we all made our way 
through the gates and inside the theme park, we 
took some group shots in front of the huge, spinning 
Dreamworld globe before seeking out a good spot 
to use as our base camp to leave our bags and 
personal belongings. The girls then got themselves 
into groups and set off to find some rollicking rides 
to enjoy.  

One group of girls headed straight for The Claw, 
however unfortunately it was closed for  
maintenance, undeterred, they all jumped on The 
Airplane ride instead. Another group of girls had  
attempted to ride The Claw as well but when they 
realised it was closed, they headed off for the other 
adrenaline inducing rides such as The Tower of  
Terror and the Giant Drop.  

A lot of the girls enjoyed visiting the tigers, taking lots 

of photos and listening intently as the tigers trainers 

passed on their knowledge about the giant cats.  

We all really enjoyed the rollercoasters around the 
park and a special mention must go to Jess Q who 
was feeling unwell, but remained an absolute 
trooper as she gritted her teeth and kept a smile 
firmly planted across her face.  

Eventually the groups headed back to the spot that 
had been identified as base camp so we could 
make our way to the food court area together. 
Each student was given a voucher from Carinity so 
they could exchange these for food and drinks. 
Many of the girls opted for burgers, fish and chips 
which went down well before the girls split off into 
their groups again to enjoy the afternoon.  

Our poor Jess C had a broken arm and was unable 
to partake in a lot of the rides, however a few of the 
girls accompanied her to the Teacup Ride so she 
could experience some of the fun.  

Towards the late afternoon, the students collected 
up some of the staff members and insisted that they 
had a go on the Sky Voyager ride. The students 
were excited to show their Teachers and Youth 
Workers the exciting virtual reality ride, and the staff 
really enjoyed it too.  

Unfortunately, the day had to come to an end, as 
much as the students pleaded to stay longer. We 
headed for the exit and had a smooth ride back to 
school. I know everyone had a great day and 
Dreamworld proved to be the perfect place for all 
of us to celebrate the end of a difficult year.  

Good luck in your final year of school in 2021 girls 
and always remember, we are here for you! 

techniques. The girls were then well on their way, 

catching fish and crabs all day and  

excitedly taking photos with their catches before 

putting them back into the water.  

It was a really great day out, it’s always so lovely 

to see the students engage in activities they 

wouldn’t normally do, or sometimes have never 

done at all before. Watching these girls learn and 

grow is such a beautiful aspect to the jobs the 

staff do here.  

Enjoy your holidays girls, we will see you in the new 

year!  



Year 7, 8 & 9 English 

It has been a short term with reporting and end of 

year festivities keeping us all very busy, but the girls 

have worked really well in English this term.  

We looked at the way teenagers are represented in 

the media through images and words, and what 

the underlying meaning to a lot of these  

representations can be. The girls were awesome 

when it came to identifying the positive and  

negative articles, and many lively discussions were 

had about stereotypes and how they are formed.  

It is great to see the girls have such in-depth 

thoughts on the matter when they are living in a 

time where social media has such a powerful  

influence over people and the way they perceive 

themselves.  

The Year 9 students tackled a Shakespearean  

classic, Romeo & Juliet. They participated  

beautifully in the reading of the play with some 

even wanting to do a bit of acting! The girls were 

intrigued by the Shakespearean language and it 

did not take them long to get a handle of it. The 

themes of the play were discussed at length and 

many alternative endings were devised.  

Year 10 English 

In Year 10 English, we began the term by  

completing an analysis of William Shakespeare’s 

famous play, “The Merchant of Venice”. This  

often-studied story involved a merchant called  

Antonio, who borrows money from a Jewish money 

lender called Shylock. The story becomes  

complicated when Antonio cannot repay the  

money and the compensation for non-payment is a 

pound of Antonio’s flesh to Shylock. Fun and  

mayhem then ensued as the plot thickens with  

intrigue, desire, lost loyalties and enmity.  

Shakespeare uses the story to question societal  

concepts of discrimination, revenge, justice, hate 

and loyalty.  

The students studied the plot, characters and 

themes within the story and the assessment was to  

complete a PowerPoint presentation outlining one 

of the aspects and its impact on the story.  

In the second half of the term we have been  

reading a famous novel by S.E. Hinton called “The  

Outsiders”. This well-known book follows the story of 

Ponyboy and his involvement in the ‘Greaser’ gang, 

and the bitter dispute and violence with the  

opposing ‘Socs’ gang, in small town America, in the 

1960’s. The novel explores the concepts of heroism, 

friendship, social class, gang membership and  

community acceptance. Much discussion  

developed in class about the themes within this 

novel, including the concept of “staying gold” and 

“watching the same sunsets”, which was referred to 

often in the story. The students seemed to really  

enjoy the story and character development.  

The author of “The Outsiders”, Susan Eloise Hinton, 

makes a wonderful role model for young women. 

She wrote the novel while still in school and  

published it soon after leaving high school. Hinton is 

also credited with introducing the ‘young adult’ 

reading genre to the world at the time.  

The rest of the term was spent completing a book 

review based on the novel’s characters and  

concepts. The students used a basic review  

structure to complete this task, which included an  

introduction about the author, a body of evidence 

based on character and theme, and a concluding 

message to the reader. The students worked well in 

drafting and editing their work and produced some 

interesting summaries.  



Year 11 English 

The theme for Year 11 Essential English in Semester 

Two has been “Texts and Human Experiences”. The 

students have explored texts about human  

experiences, particularly those of Australia’s First  

Nation’s Peoples. This has involved reading about 

real life events from media articles, short stories,  

descriptive accounts and biographies. Within this, 

the students have learned about stories involving 

the First Nation’s Peoples and have studied written 

and visual texts about reconciliation.  

The class used the real-life texts further to explore 

the concepts of ‘representations’ developed by 

authors. Within this, students had to ascertain how 

the text represented itself and what it was trying to 

say. Students further identified the author’s values, 

attitudes and beliefs which were evident within the 

text. From this, the students further teased out the 

language features and text structures used  

persuasively to privilege certain concepts and  

influence the reader in accepting the  

representations described.  

A test on these concepts was used to identify the 

students’ understanding of the course. The students 

found this work challenging; however, the  

terminology and concepts are important  

components of the senior Essential English course 

and will be further utilised in Year 12, including the 

external exam, produced by the QCAA, scheduled 

for Term Two next year. 

Year 12 English 

The final term for Year 12 was rather dramatic and 

stressful with the QCAA exam thrust on the students 

in week four. There was no other new assessment; 

however, the concepts we had been dealing with 

over the last twelve months had to be revised and 

practiced leading up to the exam. All of this had to 

be done while all the celebrations (and distractions) 

of the end of Grade 12 came rumbling around as 

well. I know our students found all of this very  

stressful and for them it was difficult to find any 

downtime at all.  

The theme for Semester Two has been 

“Representations in Popular Culture Texts”, while the 

emphasis for Term Four has been on the  

mandated topic of “Resilience”. The students have 

explored texts about resilience and in particular,  

completed practice exams on this topic. This has 

involved reading about fictional and non-fictional 

events from blogs and media articles, short stories 

and descriptive accounts. The students have also 

used visual image texts to identify the way pictures 

are used by authors to influence and persuade an 

audience about a given representation.  

It was wonderful to attend the Year 12 Graduation. 

The celebration of 12 years at school is always an 

important occasion and it was lovely to see all of 

the students so traditionally dressed and happy. The 

memories of day to day life in school will fade, but 

the special events, like Graduation will always stand 

out as something special to remember. It is these 

events that will stay with the students into their old 

age.  

It has been an absolute delight to get to know all of 

the wonderful young women of the Year 12  

Essential English class of 2020. Thank you for your 

commitment to your studies, despite all the  

difficulties this year has brought us, you have all 

done incredibly! 



Junior Humanities 

In the Year 7 and 8 Humanities class we have been 

investigating the different ways that water is used 

within a society. The girls identified many different 

uses of water in societies such as leisure, agriculture, 

mining and rituals.  

The girls engaged in many interesting discussions 

about the uses of water, and many realised just 

how crucial and important water is to a society, 

and how we often take it for granted. The girls also  

uncovered that while water is crucial to any  

society, it can also be a hinderance to people’s 

daily lives such as when flooding occurs.  

In the Year 9 Humanities class we have been dis-

cussing World Food Security and the need for  

sustainable farming practices. The girls then 

learned about what some sustainable farming 

practices are, such as rotating crops and the  

planting of cover crops. The unit ended with the 

girls investigating the production of Palm Oil and 

the positive and negative side effects on the  

environment and the economy.  

Junior Art 

The Year 9 students have been exploring clay work 

methods of slab, moulding and coils to produce  

ceramic works that reflect cultural connection.  

Their main project was a figurine piece, students  

researched a culture and drew a design to shape 

into a figurative form that supports the culture they 

chose. For example, Juanita looked at the  

Japanese culture and produced a figurine cladded 

in a kimono and head piece, painted with  

underglaze colours symbolic to the Japanese  

culture. Many students explored spiritual beings and 

looked at the Mexican culture ‘Day of the Dead’.  

Our Year 10 girls have been working hard to create 

plaster torsos they could then decorate and paint. 

The girls worked in teams to cast plaster into torso 

moulds, constructing their own torso to paint with 

imagery reflecting the theme “Traditions / Time”. 

Firstly, the students draw a design and draft it with 

their chosen colour schemes and then draw the  

imagery onto the torso, ready for painting.  

 

The painted torsos are a unique surface to work 

on and engages the students into presenting 

works that are symbolically and personally  

driven. Students brainstormed their concepts 

under the provided theme and played with  

imagery to reveal their idea. For example, RJ 

painted a tree, cross and moon in ode to her 

mother who passed away. Ella experimented 

with painting techniques and designed an  

original image of an ancient pyramid with 

moons and flames hovering above. Treselle 

worked tirelessly on her design draft, creating 

an Indigenous design of a central ghost white 

tree with Indigenous markings in the  

background, demonstrating the Dreamtime 

tale of the ‘Birthing Tree’, an idea inspired by a 

painting in a gallery her Grandmother took her. 

The connection to culture and family is strong 

and beautifully projected in visual awareness. 



Senior Art 

During Term Four many of our Year 11 Visual Art  

students completed their monochromatic  

representational portraits that they have been 

working hard on this semester.  

The girls have been working tirelessly in their art  

classes this term as they learned to draw and paint  

accurate and realistic portraits. The girls were asked 

to select a person who inspires them and then use 

the skills they had learned to create a  

monochromatic portrait of their selected person. 

The girls all picked out a staff member at the school 

to do their portrait of and then made their way to 

the schools website to gather photos of their  

selected staff members as a reference for their 

paintings.  

We are very proud of what they have achieved. 

The girls are now fluent in the technical application 

and manipulation of water-based oil paint to  

create accurate depictions and meaningful  

expressions of the natural world.  

The Year 12 Visual Art students developed the skills 

and knowledge to manipulate images and create  

artworks using Adobe Photoshop. Their project was 

to create a poster for NAIDOC Week to display 

around the school grounds.  

Adobe Photoshop is complex photo editing  

software that many professional photographers use 

to edit their images. It contains hundreds of  

different tools and functions to enhance your  

image, but it takes a lot of patience to learn the 

many features this software has. The students were 

impressive as they remained calm and learned how 

to use the software to create their NAIDOC Week 

posters.  

The girls demonstrated their newfound ability to  

perform technical tasks using complex software, 

while effectively responding to a design brief. These 

are essential skills for employment in the creative 

industries so well done to our Class of 2020!  

Aunty Adelaide Saylor  

by Malia H 

Aunty Nicole Williams  

by Lynnie T 

Aunty Shanez Ghee 

by TeHana Graham 



Junior Mathematics 

The start of the term saw the students on the tools! 

We spent time constructing a guinea pig hutch for 

a member of the community following our Term 3 

lessons on 3D shapes. The topics covered in Term 4 

were converting between 12 and 24 hour time;  

calculating time between time zones and duration. 

We also studied Probability; the chances of an 

event occurring and how these chances can 

change. A big thank you to 2020 for assisting the 

Year 7 & 8 students in that lesson!  

To finish off the term, we practiced our numeracy 

skills so they were fresh in our heads before we left 

for the Christmas break. It might be a good idea for 

the girls to continue their practice with numeracy 

skills over the holidays, especially their timetables!  

Excellent work this year girls, enjoy your break! 

The Year 11 students have worked consistently this 

term, with all the regularly-attending students 

passing Unit 2 of Essential Mathematics. Following 

learning a great deal about pays through the 

completion of a problem-solving and modelling 

task, the students also covered topics of taxation, 

speed, distance, time and data collection. They 

participated well in the formal exam on these  

topics. This term they have also commenced 

working on Unit Three topics of length and area. 

In Year 10 the students have completed units on 

Pythagoras’ Theorem, Trigonometry, Chance and 

Probability. Some of this work has been a  

challenge, which the students in class have  

tackled with determination and concentration. 

The progress made by many students throughout 

this year is commendable, as they have  

progressed to tackling formal assignments and 

closed book exams. It has been great to hear  

occasional statements from students of “that’s the 

best mark I’ve ever gotten in Maths!”. 

Enjoy your Christmas break girls, and I hope you 

return next year with renewed commitment to 

your work in Mathematics. 

Senior Mathematics 

As with all things in 2020, the final term of Year 12 

has been a little disrupted and certainly different 

from what was planned back in January. This year 

the students faced doing the Common  

Internal Assessment (CIA) for Essential Mathematics; 

an exam set by the curriculum authority, in Term 

Four rather than in Term Two. It was good to see the 

last-minute effort put in to preparing for this  

assessment. Congratulations to all those who 

passed Units Three and Four of Essential  

Mathematics and best of luck for your futures!  

Science 

In Term Four, Year 7 and 8 have been learning 

about how we use energy in our daily lives. The 

girls have looked into energy stores, transfers and  

transformations. Fascinated by this topic, some of 

the girls split off into groups while other girls  

elected to work individually to create Rube  

Goldberg machines. A Rube Goldberg machine 

is a type of machine that is designed to perform a 

simple task in an indirect and overly complicated 

way. The students enjoyed this task and if you ask 

them, they should be able to tell you all about 

their machines!  

In our Year 9 class the girls investigated energy as 

well, however they looked at how energy flows 

through ecosystems. The girls designed and  

produced some beautifully detailed reports into 

the problems faced within some Australian  

ecosystems such as illegal fishing or overfishing, 

introduction of exotic species, pollution and so 

on.  



Science 

The Year 10 girls completed their unit, studying the 

birth of our solar system and star life cycles. The girls 

were fascinated to learn that our solar system was 

formed around 4.5 billion years ago from a dense 

cloud of gas and dust. We finished the year with 

some study on the theory of evolution.  

Our senior students spent the term looking at man-

groves and the role that different plants and  

species play in the circle of life and the food chain. 

This was a fascinating topic that the girls seemed to  

thoroughly enjoy. We were fortunate enough to go 

out to Boondall Wetlands to get some hands on  

investigative work done for the girls studies on  

mangroves.  

It has been a great year for science at Southside. 

Throughout the year, all students have had the  

opportunity to participate in hands-on experiments 

and investigations. We have made slime, built solar 

powered ovens, dissected piglets, created balloon 

powered vehicles, made models of the solar system 

and emersed ourselves in many more engaging  

activities.  

Congratulations to all of our students on their  

successes in 2020, it has been a unique and  

challenging year but it was all taken in their stride.  

SaCS (Social and Community Studies) 

We have had such a busy term in the Year 11  

Social and Community Studies class. The module 

for the term was “Legally, It Could Be You”, which 

covered the basics of our legal system, including 

where laws originate, the regulation of the law 

and judicial system.  

The class began the term by looking at where laws 

come from. This involved a study of Australia’s  

Parliamentary system, both Federally and through 

the State. The students developed an  

appreciation of the parliamentary process and 

the creation of Statute Law through this. This field 

of work culminated in a visit to the Queensland 

Parliament in Brisbane, where the students got to 

sit in both chambers of Parliament House and 

meet with one of our Members of Parliament,  

Peter Russo.  

In the next section of the course, the students  

studied the judicial system, investigating the  

difference between rules and laws, common law, 

civil law, the court hierarchy, and the Queensland 

Criminal Code. This field of study also culminated 

in an excursion as well, this time to The Queen  

Elizabeth II Court Houses in Brisbane to view 

firsthand The Supreme Court of Queensland. The 

students got to view actual court proceedings 

and complete a role play in one of the court 

rooms.  



SaCS (Social and Community Studies) 

It was at this point the students undertook the  

examination that was required for this module of 

work. Hopefully, elements of this study will be  

remembered long after this year has finished as 

much of the information learned by the students 

has provided them with a foundation of citizenship 

rights in Australia today. 

Lastly, the students completed an investigation into 

how the law is regulated on a practical and  

personal level. This involved an investigation into 

police powers and responsibilities, and the rights of 

the ordinary citizen on the street. The study was  

finished with a visit from a Senior Sergeant of Police, 

Ben Faint, who addressed the class’ questions 

about policing for nearly two hours. The students 

were fascinated with the stories and life of a 

Queensland Police Officer.  

“Legally, It Could Be You” has been a fascinating 

study and has taken our class on a whirlwind ride 

around the law, from the creation of government 

legislation to the complexity of the court systems 

and finally to how law impacts individuals and their 

rights. I feel sure the study has been one of our most  

interesting this year. The students are now well 

placed to put their skills and knowledge into  

practice for Year 12 and for life beyond school.  

understanding the Australian Guidelines to healthy 

eating and we also looked at the nutrition panels 

on the backs of food and drink packaging to  

enable the girls to make better decisions about 

what they consume. Hopefully they can take this 

knowledge into the future when purchasing their 

own groceries. 

Year 9 ended their practical year on a high at 

BOUNCE. The skills we learnt were vast and varied 

in their difficulty. We focused on movement  

patterns of locomotion, flight, balance and  

rotation, with flips and wall walking being two of 

our favourite. A huge thank you to Tingalpa 

Bounce for all of their help, support and energy.  

Our theory unit of work looked at the Benefits of 

Physical activity and why it is important to keep 

active. For their assessment, the students had to 

research a current Physical Health Promotion and 

evaluate its effectiveness and appropriateness for 

our school.  

The final term has been very busy for our Year 10 

students as they prepare to head to the senior 

part of their schooling. We focused this term on 

Fitness and Target Heart Rates. The students were 

put through their paces during our practical  

sessions, participating in fitness testing, circuit  

sessions and an ultimate disc session. In each of 

these practical sessions, the students were  

required to record their heart rate at various  

stages and interpret how their body was  

responding.  

We focused on the skeletomuscular system, the 

health components of fitness and training  

principles. Their assessment task was to create a 

10-minute fitness session which maintains their  

target heart rate, to complete it and to evaluate 

its effectiveness. Good luck to the students as they 

move on to Year 11. 

Senior Recreation 

This term our Year 11 Recreation class have put 

their strength, determination and ability to task 

with the indoor rock climbing unit of work.  

Junior HPE 

The Year 7 and 8 class wrapped up their year of 

Physical Education with Indoor Netball at Ozsports 

in Springwood. Some of the skills learnt were  

passing, finding space, defending and goal  

shooting.  

As we have small classes, we modified the rules to 

suit our needs and for further participation. A key 

focus was to have fun and try a new sport. A huge 

congratulations to the girls that gave it their all this 

term.  

Our health component was titled “Snack Attack”. 

We focused on the five food groups, the six  

essential nutrients (how many we require and what 

foods we can get them from),  



Senior Recreation 

Our first session was all about getting the feel for the 

harness, learning the safety basics and working on 

our partner communication. Our trust and fear of 

heights were tested when we moved on to harder 

courses at The Rock, Indoor Rock Climbing Centre 

in Fortitude Valley. It was here that we have to work 

in pairs to safely climb and navigate the various  

levels of climbing wall.  

Communication is key and the girls demonstrated a 

huge level of dedication in facing these challenges. 

I am so proud of the girls for having a go. While rock 

climbing is great fun, it can also be incredibly  

testing and tiring.  

Certificate II in Business 

The Certificate II in Business gives students the  

opportunity to engage in and understand a range 

of business practices through a variety of real-life 

situations and simulated environments. This course 

engages students in learning activities which will 

allow them to develop an understanding of  

various business skills such as creating word  

processing documents, develop of business  

communication skills, team work and  

organisational skills and the creation of  

spreadsheets. The qualification is designed for 

people seeking a pathway into a variety of  

business-related occupations.  

Congratulations to the Year 12 students who  

successfully completed their Certificate II in  

Business. They had a lot of work to complete in the 

short time because of this years disruptions. I am 

very pleased with the work the students achieved. 

They were required to achieve an accuracy of 

98% on a five-minute speed and accuracy typing 

test, learn how to record the incoming and  

outgoing mail for a business and demonstrate their 

ability to use Microsoft Word to a high standard. 

Skills that will be invaluable as they progress to next 

chapter of their lives.  

Congratulations to Hannah F, Lucinda M, Shanae 

P and Rhiannon R for the completion of their  

Business courses. 

We only have two Year 11 students actively  

working on their Certificate II in Business this year. 

Both students are working hard to finish the  

modules in the Business course and are well on 

their way to completing the course at the end of 

2021 when they graduate Year 12. 

Certificate II in Community Services 

The Certificate II in Community Services is a  

recognised qualification to become an  

introductory worker in the Community Services 

sector. Students use this subject as a stepping 

stone to several occupations including Youth 

Work, Nursing and Aged Care. They learn key skills 

in working with a diverse range of clients, building 

trust through effective communication,  

identifying, and responding to young people at 

risk, and managing first aid and safety in the  

workplace.  



Certificate II in Community Services 

I am very pleased to say that five Year 12 students 

successfully completed their Certificate II in  

Community Services. Students finished the year with 

a herculean effort, persisting to complete their final 

modules. 

Congratulations to the following students who  

completed their Certificate: Rhiannon R, Shanae P,  

Hannah F, Charlotte L and Chloe B.  

The Year 11 girls continued working away on various 

modules, with a few students even making a start 

on the final unit of work for the course, ‘Getting  

Involved’ where the students focus on the benefits 

of volunteering. Congratulations to Jessica C, Zalie 

R and Jessica Q for successfully completing  

modules towards their Certificate.  

Hospitality 

The Year 11 Hospitality students completed their 

Certificate I in Hospitality in record time this year! 

Therefore, they have spent time this term getting a 

head start on learning how to prepare and serve  

espresso coffee in Year 12 (much to the staffs  

delight!). The girls are quickly developing their 

knowledge of coffee styles, recipes and  

service ware, as well as learning about the parts 

and properties of coffee grinders and espresso 

machines. We are looking forward to coffee  

service next year!  

In Year 12 our Hospitality students learnt all about 

the various ways the hospitality industry can  

negatively impact the environment. We discussed 

the issue of food wastage, resource wastage,  

single-use plastic and explored the different ways 

that we can employ sustainable practices in order 

to mitigate climate change and other negative 

environmental issues. For a project, the students 

petitioned for more recycling bins around the 

school, and they created signs for these bins to 

educate staff and students about how to recycle  

properly. For example, very few people are aware 

that coffee cups cannot be recycled, so our  

students were able to spread this knowledge and 

learn how it feels to make a difference to the 

world around you.  



VET / Curriculum 

We are excited about a new subject being  

introduced in 2021. Our Year 11 students will have 

the opportunity in 2021 to elect to complete an  

Early Childhood Studies course. Early Childhood 

Studies focuses on learning about children aged 

from birth to five years. A cornerstone of this subject 

is the significance of play to a child’s development. 

Play involved opportunities in which children  

explore, imagine, investigate and engage in  

purposeful and meaningful experiences to make 

sense of the world around them. Students will  

explore play-based learning activities from two  

perspectives: they will use theories about early 

childhood learning and devise play-based learning 

activities responsive to children’s needs.  

A course in Early Childhood Studies can establish a 

basis for further education and employment in 

health, community services and education.  

Depending on qualifications, opportunities exist as 

early childhood educators, teacher’s aides or  

assistants in early childhood settings, childcare  

facilities, kindergartens, and early learning centres.  

We are excited to offer this opportunity to our  

students and look forward to seeing you all back in 

the new year!  

Junior Service Education 

On our first visit we were introduced to the nurse 

that runs the emergency hospital for the RSPCA, 

she told us about the types of emergencies they 

face and the amount they see each day and 

night. We were then shown around the wildlife 

hospital and the facilities of the RSPCA  

compound.  

Over the following weeks we had the opportunity 

to take the dogs for a walk and we played with 

the puppies, spent time with the cats, fed the  

reptiles, found appropriate leaves and bushes to 

fill the bird cages with and we paid a visit to the 

farm animals too.  

We had such an awesome time and we are  

looking forward to being able to help out more 

Junior Service Education 

A huge thank you to Daryl and all of the staff at the 

RSPCA in Wacol for having the Year 9 class this 

term. We had the opportunity to learn about all 

sorts of animals, how to care for them and the  

importance of enrichment activities to keep the 

minds of the animals busy.  



Senior Service Education 

In Year 10, 11 and 12 Service Education this term we 

have been engaging with the community-based, 

non-profit organisation called Lighthouse Care. This 

charity provides food relief to ordinary families  

doing it tough in our community and supports over 

500,000 individuals every year through their  

low-cost grocery stores. Lighthouse Care is open to 

all families because everyone who shops with  

Lighthouse Care provides support to other  

families in need. The groceries are very cheap and 

can provide help to all families in Brisbane.  

Our students travelled by bus to Lighthouse Care at 

Loganholme each Friday to support the friendly 

staff to complete basic retail services. The students 

unloaded cartons of food into the shop  

freezers, cleaned shelves, swept floors, disposed of 

empty boxes, tidied up shelves and arranges  

groceries and produce. The students from Southside 

worked very hard and received compliments from 

the manager, John, and many other staff from 

Lighthouse Care, for their dedication and hard 

work.  

Besides loading and stacking the freezers, the other 

big job in which our students where engaged each 

week included the filling of the famous $25  

affordable trolleys. These trolleys are very popular, 

as a range of well-known brands and products are 

offered in the shopping carts as well as fresh fruit, 

vegetables and dairy items. Many of these trolleys 

are sold each day, so our students would form a  

human chain each week and load up dozens of 

the shopping carts, ready for sale. It was impressive 

to see how fast they could complete this task and it 

won praise and respect from the Lighthouse Care 

staff. 

Lighthouse Care were very supportive of our  

students and also very Workplace Health and 

Safety conscious. The students had to complete a 

safety checklist before they were permitted to  

volunteer on the shop floor. They were given strict 

instructions on where they could go in the shop 

and were provided with a safety, high-vis vest  

before they could go to work. 

Despite the hard work and dirty clothes, I am sure 

the students learned a great deal from this  

experience. The activities they were involved in 

are some of the most basic in the retail industry 

and gave our students a taste of work in the retail 

sector. The skills they learned could be put to 

good use in any similar retail job the students 

could gain in the future. 

On a side note, Lighthouse Care are always  

looking for volunteers. If you have some spare 

time and would like a worthwhile experience, you 

too could volunteer and be part of the charity.  

The Service Learning students and Carinity staff 

are very grateful to Lighthouse Care for the  

experience, opportunity and guidance during our 

visits. We hope this voluntary project will be  

extended to us again next year.  

RAW 

This term students were offered their usual  

selection of activities to participate in during RAW 

time, as well as the opportunity to go to Logan 

Gardens (or as the students call it, Police Park, due 

to its location near a police station). Logan  

Gardens features a large playground, ball sports 

area and a water park. In this hot weather, the 

girls were excited to be able to splash around in 

the water park on Wednesday afternoons before 

heading home for the day. 



RAW 

We also continued with our cooking and craft  

adventures with the girls with the girls making a  

variety of delicious recipes to share around the 

school while the crafting group of girls gathered in 

the community room each Wednesday to sew, 

paint, draw or anything creative!  

As we wind down to Christmas, my prayer is that 

each of us will have time to reflect on the crazy 

year we’ve had but also take stock of what is most 

important in our lives and give thanks for the  

supportive communities we’ve built around us.  

Wishing you all a safe and blessed Christmas season 

and wonderful year ahead in 2021!  

 

Breakfast Program 

We are very pleased to have expanded our free 

breakfast program this term! Thanks to funding and 

support from the YMCA Schools’ Breakfast Program, 

we are now offering a range of tasty and  

nutritious breakfast items to all students every  

Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday. Typical offerings 

include cereals and fresh milk, toast and a range of 

spreads, crumpets, baked beans, fruit and  

everyone’s favourite - fruit toast!  

The breakfasts have been appreciated and well 

utilised by many of our girls as well as staff. We are 

setting up the breakfast trolley outside of the  

Community Room to make breakfast time  

accessible and social for everyone in our school 

community.  

Aside from keeping the tummy rumbles at bay, the 

benefits for students, teachers and the school  

community is profound. We are encouraging  

students, and staff, to form the habit of starting 

each day with breakfast, which prepares them to 

think consciously about food choices and the  

value of good nutrition.  

Research by Foodbank has also shown that  

students who are hungry find it more difficult to  

concentrate, can be lethargic, have difficulty learn-

ing and exhibit behavioural problems. Our breakfast 

program is therefore supporting health and  

wellbeing, learning outcomes, behaviour and staff 

workloads, while also fostering fellowship and  

community building. Big wins all around!  

From the Chaplain 

In my last column, I reflected on the quality and  

value of the relationships of our students form with 

each other and our wonderful Southside staff.  

Having other people around is often something we 

take for granted in our daily life, but it can be a 

case of “you don’t know what you’ve got ’til it’s 

gone”. 

The periods of lockdown and social distancing 

we’ve all been forced to endure in 2020 have 

made many of us realise how important it is to see 

our friends and loved ones, or even have a casual 

chat at the local supermarket or café. The physical 

and social isolation experienced by many people 

this year has had one bright side - many people 

seem to have become more appreciative of those 

around them.  

Humans are social beings, and we are not meant to 

exist in isolation. Being part of a community allows 

us to encourage one another and fosters love.  

Being part of a community allows us to teach and 

learn from each other. Being part of a community—

especially one like Southside—is both challenging 

and fun! Christians also believe that Jesus joins us 

when we invite Him into our communities. 

Matthew 18:20 relays the words of Jesus, “For where 

two or three gather in my name, there am I with 

them.” 



Carinity Education Southside 

is Child Safe 

Lyndsey Sharp 

Deputy Principal 

Julie Roffmann 

 

Therapeutic & Wellness Leader 

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO BE SAFE 

Here at Carinity Education Southside, every child has the right to feel safe; at home, at 

school and when they are out in the community.  

No one has the right to make you feel unsafe. 

This means they cannot abuse you, physically or sexually; they cannot harass you or  

intimidate you, and the adults who are taking care of you cannot neglect you or  

knowingly put you in harm’s way.  

Remember, a safe adult will never ask you to keep a secret that makes you feel  

uncomfortable, and they won’t threaten you to keep you silent. 

 

WHAT CAN I DO IF I FEEL UNSAFE AT HOME, SCHOOL OR IN THE COMMUNITY? 

Tell someone!!! 

Here at Carinity Education Southside you will be listened too and you will be believed. 

 

WHO CAN I GO TO IF I AM UNSAFE? 

Your designated Child Protection Officers. 

If you have any concerns or worries, you can speak in confidence to one of our 

Child Protection Officers. 





Every young woman has a right to education 

Carinity Education Southside 

153 Lister Street, Sunnybank QLD 4109 

Call 07 3423 7499 

Email southside@carinity.qld.edu.au 

Visit carinity.qld.edu.au 


